
 
 

 

Chapter 1: Preface 
 

THE BOOK OF CHANGES is both a compass and an atlas for finding your path. Just as a path 

is found by walking it,1 to know the Tao, you practice the Way. This is a guidebook for how 

to practice the Way, putting wisdom into action.  

The I Ching entered my life one summer in Taiwan when I was around eleven years 

old. My parents took my sisters and me into a sprawling bookstore in Taipei and told us we 

could each buy one book, any book of our choosing. I chose Kerson Huang’s I Ching: The 

Oracle. Each two-page spread consisted of the traditional Chinese text on one side and the 

English translation on the other.  

Of course, the text was light-years beyond my comprehension. I didn’t even know 

what it was and initially presumed that perhaps I had acquired a book of poetry. I lacked the 

life experience, the maturity, and the wisdom to understand even one page of the Oracle.  

Yet that did not deter me from trying.  

A pivotal moment in my relationship with the Book came when my grandmother 

passed away. I was in my twenties and did not fully understand mortality. That I’d had a 

finite number of years with my grandmother was not something I grasped until it was too 

late. My grandmother’s death hit me harder than I thought it would because in my head I had 

this running checklist of questions to ask her, and I kept telling myself I still had plenty of 

time … until I had no time at all. 

No one told me I could use the I Ching as a device to communicate with the dead. It 

was something I dabbled with intuitively. Late at night, alone, I burned incense and offerings, 

lit candles, recited mantras in prayer, and thought of my grandmother. I clutched my last 

memento of her and begged her to show up for me. 

I hadn’t been a very good granddaughter. There were countless instances from my 

childhood when I was purely awful to her. Communication was a challenge between us 

because she only spoke the Taiwanese dialect, in which I only knew cuss words. She 

showered me with love, gifts of candy, clothes, and gold (it’s an Asian thing), and in return I 

would play pranks on her and mope at the sight of dishes she laboriously cooked, pouting 

 
1 “A path is made by walking it” is an oft-quoted aphorism associated with fourth-century BC Taoist 

philosopher Zhuangzi 莊子. The original text reads: “道行之而成 物謂之而然” (Dào héng zhī ér chéng wù 

wèi zhī ér rán). From: 內篇 (“Nèi piān”) in “Qí wù lùn” 齊物論, the second chapter of Zhuangzi’s “Inner 

Chapters” 莊子·內篇. 齊物論, Chinese Text Project, ed. Donald Sturgeon, accessed July 4, 2022, 

https://ctext.org/zhuangzi/adjustment-of-controversies/zh. 
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and puttering as I nudged the food with my chopsticks. “I’m not hungry,” I’d say, only to scarf 

down a burger and fries in front of her half an hour later. 

As a young adult, I finally came to a newfound commitment to learning Taiwanese so 

I might converse with her. I ignited an interest in my own heritage. As for that list of 

questions to ask her, I planned on asking them myself, in Taiwanese. I also had a lot to atone 

for. I needed opportunities to demonstrate my filial piety.  

When I was in college, during finals week at the end of a semester, I got the call from 

Mom. She forbade me from pausing school and said no, I could not go back to Taiwan for 

Grandma’s funeral. I’d just have to live with missing it.  

My imagination convinced me I could use the I Ching to communicate with my 

grandmother, like a spirit talking board.  

My imagination also convinced me I had succeeded.  

I now work with the I Ching in my regular practice of ancestor veneration. As an Asian 

American, this practice is what keeps me connected to my family roots. My maternal 

grandfather died before I was born, and the I Ching has become a medium through which I 

can remain in contact with his spirit. The Book breaks barriers of communication that once 

existed between the motherland and me in the living world; through the veil, there is now 

this alternative mode of language. 

The I Ching is the divinatory tool I reach for when I need career or relationship advice, 

direction in life, and sage counsel. It doesn’t just give me guidance on how best to proceed 

when I’m feeling lost; it inspires me to live virtuously. When geopolitics and the world 

around me are in turmoil, I seek clarity from the Book to ground and center me. It offers 

practical advice. It consoles me in my darkest hour.  

For the last decade I’ve given thousands of professional I Ching divinatory readings 

that have foretold marriages, breakups, pregnancies, career advancements, financial 

recessions, and momentous life changes. In the same way the Book has opened a channel of 

communication with my ancestors, it’s helped many diasporic Asians bond with theirs.  

Deeper and more sentimental than mediumship or divination, the I Ching is a 

fundamental cornerstone of Asian philosophy. The history, culture, and development of 

civilizations across East Asia evolved from the ethos of the I Ching. Whether you study 

Eastern rationalism or Taoist occultism, the most essential text in both is the Book of 

Changes. 

China’s imperial examinations for determining who would hold the most prestigious 

positions in government required knowledge of the I Ching and writing an academic 

commentary on it.2 The literati of Imperial China would spend their lives refining their 

 
2 Benjamin A. Elman, A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 2000), 316; Haifeng Liu, The Examination Culture in Imperial China, trans. Weihua Yu 
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understanding of the I Ching, one of the Five Classics,3 because their discourses on these texts 

were the testaments of their intellect and erudition.  

Records of the I Ching in Japan date back to 539 AD, when it was studied by Buddhist 

monks and high-ranking warriors in addition to scholars.4 Similar cultural and spiritual 

developments in Vietnam syncretized the I Ching with Zen and Mahayana Buddhism during 

the Ly dynasty (AD 1010–1225).5 During the Tokugawa or Edo period of Japan (AD 1603–

1867), thousands of pieces of scholarship on the I Ching were published, including 659 books 

of commentaries and criticisms expounding upon the textual interpretation of the I Ching, 

146 books on just the symbolism and numerology of the hexagrams, and 223 books on 

divination with the I Ching, with the total rivaling the output of Chinese texts during the 

corresponding Qing dynasty.6  

The eighteenth-century Vietnamese statesman, philosopher, and scholar Lê Quý Ðôn 

(Lí Guì Dūn, 1726–1784),7 a prodigy said to have mastered the Five Classics by the age of 

fourteen, wrote seminal commentaries on the I Ching, the Tao Te Ching, and the Buddhist 

Diamond Sutra.8 Robust I Ching scholarship thrived in Vietnam during the Nguyễn dynasty 

(1802–1945).9 

 
(Reading, UK: Paths International Limited, 2018); Rui Wang, The Chinese Imperial Examination System: 

An Annotated Bibliography (Plymouth, UK: Scarecrow Press, 2013); Adam Yuen-Chung Lui, “Syllabus of 

the Provincial Examination (Hsiang-Shih) under the Early Ch’ing (1644-1795),” Modern Asian Studies 8, 

no. 3 (May 1974): 391–96. 
3 The Five Classics were considered the seminal texts on Confucianism, dating back to before 300 BC. 

They were: (1) the Book of Documents (書經, Shūjīng), a book on Chinese political philosophy and a 

saga of philosopher-kings during the Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties; (2) the Book of Songs (詩經, 

Shījīng), literary poems dated between the eleventh and seventh centuries BC; (3) the Book of Rites (禮

記, Lǐjì), delineating ceremonial rites from the Zhou dynasty, social decorum, and etiquette; (4) Book of 

Changes, the I Ching (易經, Yìjīng); and (5) the Spring and Autumn Annals (春秋, Chūnqiū), a historical 

chronicle of the state of Lu, or the period of Chinese history during 722–481 BC. 
4 Wai-ming Ng, “Study and Uses of the I Ching in Tokugawa Japan,” Sino-Japanese Studies 9, no. 2 

(November 1990): 24–44. 
5 Wai-Ming Ng, “Yijing Scholarship in Late Nguyen Vietnam: A Study of Le Van Ngu’s Chu Dich Cuu 

Nguyen (An Investigation of the Origins of the Yijing, 1916),” Journal of Vietnamese Studies 3, no. 1 

(2003): 2. 
6 Ng, “Study and Uses,” 27. 
7 Benjamin Wai-ming Ng, “Forward: Globalizing and Localizing the Yijing,” in The Making of the Global 

Yijing in the Modern World: Cross-Cultural Interpretations and Interactions, ed. Benjamin Wai-ming Ng 

(Singapore: Springer, 2021), x. 
8 Lê Quý Ðôn (Lí Guì Dūn, 1726–1784) was a polymath, poet, government official, and member of the 

Nguyễn dynasty literati, and was documented as having an eidetic memory. In his life he served in both 

the courts of the Trịnh clan in the Lê dynasty (north Vietnam) and the Nguyễn dynasty (central and 

southern Vietnam). He wrote several volumes of encyclopedias on the sciences and treatises on history 

and philosophy, in addition to writing about the I Ching. One notable feature of Vietnamese scholarship 

on the I Ching is its treatment of the text as classical literature rather than as having metaphysical or 

spiritual implications. On the other hand, among the people, the I Ching’s eight trigrams were 

frequently used in Vietnamese talismans and were prevalent in Vietnamese folk magic. Ng, “Yijing 

Scholarship,” 5. 
9 Ng, “Yijing Scholarship,” 3. 
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The I Ching was formative during the Joseon period (1392–1897) of Korea’s dynastic 

history, as evinced in the trigrams featured on the present-day Korean flag, and had been a 

part of the peninsula’s philosophical and spiritual development since the fourth century.10 

The Indigenous religion of Tibet—Bön, a system of magical practices and religious 

ritualism—integrates the I Ching, with correspondences to the trigrams and hexagrams 

found in Tibetan mythology, folk religions, medicine, and geomancy.11  

The Zuo zhuan, a primary text narrating Chinese history dating back to the fourth 

century BC, noted early versions of the I Ching written by a historical ethnic group called the 

Qiang (羌), the ancestors of the Tibetan and Burmese people.12 The Qiang influence 

promulgated the I Ching throughout Southeast Asia in both the mainland and the maritime 

civilizations,13 where I Ching cosmology was assimilated with animism and the Indigenous 

folk religions of Vietnam, Thailand, the Malay Kingdom, and Java. The testament of that is 

found today in the streets of these nations, where fortune-tellers and shamans utilize the 

hexagrams in their soothsaying and trigrams in spell-crafting and ritual magic.  

The notion that a formally written personal commentary on the Book of Changes was 

a rite of passage for a scholar of the East as well as being integral to the occult knowledge of 

an Asian mystic planted an aspiration in me. I would undertake translation and annotations 

of the I Ching for myself,14 as a cultural and spiritual rite of passage.  

Many insecurities inhibited me from publishing this book. I’ve been separated from 

the motherland for so long; what entitlement do I have to comment on this culture? I hold 

exactly zero university degrees in philosophy, metaphysics, classical Chinese, or Chinese 

history. What are my qualifications for undertaking I Ching scholarship (易學, Yì Xué)? Can 

my work that contextualizes the I Ching within Taoist mysticism, occultism, mediumship, 

and shamanistic practices even be called “scholarship”? 

 
10 Wai-ming Ng, “The I Ching in Late-Choson [Joseon] Thought,” Korean Studies 24 (2000): 53–68. 
11 Wai-ming Ng, “The Assimilation of the Yijing in Tibetan History and Culture,” Sungkyun Journal of East 

Asian Studies 19, no. 1 (April 2019): 19–36. 
12 The Zuo zhuan (左傳, Zuǒ chuán) is a narrative history covering 722–468 BC. The Qiang (羌) people are 

believed to be the early predecessors of the Tibeto-Burmans, who migrated south to these regions from 

Gansu and Mongolia. E. G. Pulleyblank, “The Chinese and Their Neighbors in Prehistoric and Early 

Historic Times,” in The Origins of Chinese Civilization, ed. David N. Keightley (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1983), 418. 
13 Richard J. Smith, The I Ching: A Biography (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2012). 
14 This might be a good place to talk about the inconsistency of romanization throughout this book. 

From grade school through part of my university years, I learned the Wade-Giles system of romanizing 

Mandarin Chinese and the Bopomofo Zhuyin approach to transliteration. Thus, I still use the spelling 

“Taoism” and the “Tao,” and have not been able to switch my brain over to “Daoism” or the “Dao.” 

Likewise, it’s “I Ching” for me, not “Yijing.” By the twenty-first century, however, Hanyu Pinyin replaced 

the Wade-Giles system, so from college onward I had to learn Hanyu Pinyin and stopped using Wade-

Giles. Most Generation X and Millennial Taiwanese Americans share this inconsistency. I’ve preserved 

that trait in the romanization to express my particular intersectional identity. The Wade-Giles and Pinyin 

inconsistency is a very Gen X/Millennial Taiwanese American thing to do. 
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I nursed this manuscript for another decade before I could finally release my 

inhibitions. In that time, I continued my research, synthesized my ruminations, and explored 

the Book of Changes to greater depths. I found solace in the perspective that there is no one 

absolute and determinative interpretation of the sixty-four hexagrams; their meanings have 

been heartily debated over the centuries, for thousands of years.  

There have been two mutually exclusive ways that books in English have presented 

the I Ching—either as unverified personal gnosis by a practitioner of the craft, or as a 

scholarly treatise authored by a professor with impressive schooling on the topic but who is 

not a practitioner of the craft. Undertones in the latter often suggest a contempt for 

mysticism.  

I hope as a practicing occultist I might bridge these two worlds. This book will not shy 

away from the mystical. Embedded in this primer on the I Ching is a Taoist grimoire. 

The Book of Changes is a mirror that will reflect the changes that have transpired in 

you, and it is a mirror that talks back. You’ll see the future through this looking glass. The 

Book will speak words of advice you need to hear. You’ll wonder if it’s alive, a living oracle. 

The wisdom and insight into the universe and the human condition that you seek to attain 

can be found here.  

As you embark on a personal journey with the I Ching, I hope I might be one of your 

guides, a companion in spirit at this juncture of your path. No matter where you go from here, 

the I Ching will be a map that gets you there. You’ll be guided chapter by chapter through the 

building blocks of the Oracle, and you’ll come to a rich, multifaceted understanding of the 

very DNA—the fundamental genetic instructions—of Taoist metaphysics.  

The I Ching isn’t Taoist; it inspired Taoism. It isn’t Confucian; it inspired 

Confucianism. There is a universality of sacred wisdom to be found here that transcends 

culture and history, so no matter who you are, where you come from, or where you’re going, 

I hope this book inspires you. 
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